**Doctor on Duty**

**Daily Under New Med Agreement**

In the best step yet taken in medical care for Poly's students, Dr. Bill LaFleur, in charge of resident students, announced that Dr. Gasbe will be on at the infirmary every week day morning from 10 to 11. This is a trial setup and will be continued only as long as the need for daily medical care is shown by calls at the sickbay. If you students need medical attention, please go there at 10 a.m.

This service of personal calls at the campus dispensary is not call for the medical care of Poly students but is an additional service offered by the Doctor's group.

Emergency attention may be procured by contacting the student's dormitory superintendent or the Doctor's group. As yet there is no nurse in attendance. Nevertheless this is the best medical service Poly has ever had.

**Tuscon Rodeo Conditions**

Cal Poly's 14th Poly Royal rodeo team left Friday for Tuscon, Ariz. to compete in the annual inter-collegiate rodeo on Sunday, March 17. Last minute information shows the Poly riders experienced and add color to our Poly Royal rodeo on May 3 and 4.

Not only is the West Animal Department going to play a big part in the country fair on a college campus, with its rodeo and stock shows, but the other departments will be as big and interesting. The Agriculture department is having a floral display arrangement contest for the ladies and will show the most colorful array of flowers in the state," says Roy Swanson, Horticulture department chairman of the 14th Poly Royal. "Plants and shrubs from all parts of the campus! The school has its own outdoor swimming pool, other athletic facilities and complete and aesthetically in baseball, basketball and track with other colleges in the Southern California region.

**Voorhis Branch At San Dimas to Open In Fall**

All of Poly men majoring in horticulture, ag inspection, or in other fields of fruit production, will be interested in the opening of Poly's sunny Southern California branch at San Dimas. The Voorhis unit with its warm "Dixie" atmosphere, will be opened for business next September, according to the announcement made today by President Julian A. McPhee.

The Voorhis unit, which was given to the California Polytechnic college by Charles Voorhis and his son, Congressman Jerry Voorhis, in 1936, was closed temporarily during the last three years of the war.

The southern branch of the state's agricultural-industrial college is located at San Dimas, just 15 miles from Los Angeles. Of the 180 acres the Voorhis unit, about 50 acres are utilized for citrus, avocados and deciduous trees.

**Outstanding SMARK**

The campus is the beautiful 'runaway' chapel, which is said to have inspired the popular song, "Chapel in the Moonlight."

There are resident facilities for more than 100 students on the campus. The school has its own outdoor swimming pool, other athletic facilities and complete and aesthetically in baseball, basketball and track with other colleges in the Southern California region.

**Yearbook Picture Taking Day Slated For Tomorrow**

Students Excused From Classes For Organization Pics

Tomorrow is officially sanctioned "group picture day" for the yearbook El Rodeo. Starting at 9 a.m. with picture taking of all students residing in Haron hall, pictures will be taken every 15 minutes until 11 a.m. with a break of an hour for lunch.

Because of the tight schedule, it will be absolutely essential that every student who belongs to one of the organizations listed in the box schedule found on this page be at the appointed places at the exact time. It was announced by Glenn Arthur, El Rodeo editor.

Photographs will be taken by Student Photographers Charles Chapman and Dave Rose under the direction of Publications Advisor B. E. Keppeler.

Advisor Kennedy warned students to remember that the success of the yearbook depends upon these pictures and unless the photographic crew is given away cooperation they can not be held responsible for the results.

"Students must remember also that their group picture is not the only picture on the schedule and no group can be delayed while waiting for one or two members to appear at the proper time and place."

Parking Restrictions

May, fellows, we need the space.

We know it isn't very convenient for a picture but it is a must, and the Poly Royal publicity committee meeting will be held at 7:00 p.m. tonight in room 814 of the administration building.

Patronise El Mustang Advertisers

**REGISTRATION DAY AT POLY**


**School Events**

**What's Doin'**

March 18 to 22

Mar. 18. — Ag Inspection trip to Santa Barbara.

Mar. 18. — Poly Royal Executive Committee Meeting 7:00 P.M., Room 814 Ad. Bldg.


Mar. 19. — Student Body A team.

Mar. 19. — All Poly Men. Special meeting Student Work Club, CR 4, 4:00 p.m., Room 214 Ad. Bldg.

Mar. 19. — All Poly Women. Special meeting Student Work Club, CR 1, 4:00 p.m., Room 214 Ad. Bldg.

Mar. 21. — Freshman Dance, CR 1, 8:00 p.m.

Mar. 21. — Married student women's club dance, CR 1, 8:00 p.m.

Mar. 22. — Senior. — Graduation Dance. CR 1, 8:00 p.m.
One College Too Many?
The assertion has been made by a student through the "Dear John" column of this issue that undue "gripping" has appeared in articles of previous issues of El Mustang. The writer states:

"Some of the students, as myself, have entered college for an education and do not wish to go crazy over a school assembly, dance, or what have you. After all, the purpose of school is to educate and not a social mill!"

Fortunately, as has been explained by an authority of student activities, there exists on every college campus two colleges. One college is made up of courses "offered" by instructors which has to be "taken," and the other college is made up of activities "offered" by instructors which has to be "taken." If we take the latter path, we will find the courses to study sociability and how to be a social and entertaining friend at the parties.

In a definite sequence; which if followed, leads to the problem best could be put through faster than in the old cafe, but it just doesn't seem to work that way. From my observations it looks like the Poly Magee's gang is going to open up both show halls. How about it, Snacks, those scrapping halls are going to cause somepaid G.I.'s to commit a felony, put another man in a cell, and put you in your quota.

We need more help in El Corral with the increase in enrollment. The gala day fairy tale of the old club, but are too used to wait on everybody. The store is being run very efficiently and to the students' best interests. Maybe a few more students working there would solve the problem best.

We hardly receive your request, Mr. Baumann, it wasn't very clear," said one of the SSA speakers. Mr. Baumann repeated the question and got a very clear answer. I can't figure if the question was clear or ambiguous, but that's what we get from the magor audience.

I understand that there is a new club being organized here on the campus, namely, the Fat Boy's Society. Billy Kouns is the acting president, and Bob Valenzuela, vice president, and Bill Cleary-treasurer. Bad MacDuggal, Johnny John, and John Shea are very active members. I want to take this opportunity to wish this new club a lot of success, but watch your calories, men.

The registration procedure this quarter was very commendable. The administration did a fine job in organizing the exams, and scheduling the courses. There were few lines and those not very long. Let's have all future registrations as well organized and run as smoothly.

I wonder who the hold-headed fellows that crashed the Junior High School skating party Monday night and made a date with one of the youngsters by way of "skipping her mother. As somebody once said, "There is no feel like that 200 feet!"

In this column last week I said goodbyt to Merv Mayer, business manager of the management of the Grapevine. Merv was a big help to us at the paper and has been very friendly. We wish him the best of luck in his new job, and he has been very friendly. We wish him the best of luck in his new job.

Survey Question of the Week

With the increase in enrollment, this quarter, is there a need for better transportation facilities between Poly and town? The Green Bus company has noted this need and has offered to run buses every half hour instead of the present hourly schedule. At the bottom of this column is a ballot so that every student can express his opinion.

I am in favor of having the Green Bus schedule changed to have a bus run every half hour instead of every hour.

Barbecue to Your Taste

Marsh & Higueras

Phone 880

Juicy, Tender
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BARBECUE
Spring Football Starts Today

By Bob Valensuela

"This Friday the Cal Poly Mustangs will play host to the Santa Barbara college Geauxhoo on the local diamond. Because Santa Barbara dropped all sports for the duration of the war, these two teams have not met since 1942. In their last encounter, the Mustangs came out ahead by the close score of 4-3 after a hard fought game on the Geauxhoo's diamond.

This time the Geauxhoo will be favored to win because they have had more games under their belts. However, the Mustangs have been undaunted before and many in the time they have come out ahead. So don't be surprised if Cal Poly comes from behind to win this contest.

The baseball team has really been working hard to get into shape for their first game. The squad received a shot in the arm when "Gus" Guastafon and Meclea reported for practice. Both boys have lots of mixer and plenty of stuff! Foster and Weber round out the mound staff. With Winkle, Vannt- 

third base will probably show a new face in Bob Johnson. He has shown great potential in practice and should get his share of the base

The Poly diamond man open a tough schedule this Friday by playing host to the powerful Santa Bar- 

This week we have a new sports editor for El Mustang. Our new editor is Bob Valensuela, who succeeds George Davay. Bob is a good man and knows his sports as

Here's Your Second Sports Quiz Questions

1. Who was last week's sports editor?
2. Who was the most valuable player in the American League for 1945?
3. Who was the most valuable player in the National League for 1945?
4. Who was the highest paid player in the major leagues today?
5. Who was the outstanding golfer of 1845?
6. Who was the outstanding golfer of 1861?
7. Who was the outstanding golfer of 1887?
8. Who was the outstanding golfer of 1898?
9. Who was the outstanding golfer of 1905?
10. Who was the outstanding golfer of 1915?

There Must Be a Reason

why we have so many "repeat customers"

It's Because Our

- Steaks
- Chops
- Sea Foods
- Are Tops

Coach Henderson Leaves Cal Poly

Coach Ronnie C. Henderson, who came to Cal Poly as a war-time coach last year, has completed his assignment here, and has returned to Arizona with his wife and two small daughters. Before leaving he was said to be considering several coaching offers and a business opportunity in Tucson, Arizona. He came here from Arizona, where he had been a successful high school coach.

Coach Henderson took a one-year contract at Cal Poly shortly before the end of the war and coached the football team last fall. However, the end of the season was over, the pre-war athletic staff started returning, and the Mustangs now have a complete staff from the war—Howie O'Daniel and A. C. Davis. Also expected to be here soon is Charles Parlin, backfield coach for the Mustangs.

Henderson was also said to have been on the short list of Jefferson college and taught English.

Special New York Steak Dinner $1.25
Breakfast—Lunch and Dinner

HORSESHOE CAFE
Across from College Theatre

FORD MERCURY

Flowers Telegaphed
Anderson Hotel Bldg.
Monterey St.
Phone 418

Flowers
delivered
Anytime

MISSION FLORISTS

Flowers
delivered
Anytime
Situation Sno-Fu as Frosh Group Takes to Winter Snowland

by Chuck Chapman

Editor's note: We've delayed printing this episode in the lives of this joy - another publicity stunt that we've nurtured for weeks, until Chapman, painting a gun at our hands, decided to write this week. Ouch! Chapman, that gun's getting too close for comfort!

Once upon a time fifteen jovial boys left Cal Poly at three a.m. for Yosemite National Park. Three cars made up the convoy: Ham Robbins and his Dodge, Dave O'Hanneson and his Pontiac, and Bill Temple and his Model A. Ringing songs and cracking corny jokes passed the time on the way to Fresno. So practically no time at all the boys were in Fresno eating ham and eggs and hot cakes.

As the cars were winding up Highway 41 everyone was looking for snow. Much to their surprise there wasn't any until they had arrived at Badger Pass itself. It wasn't long until "Butt" Hans, who had his own skis, started up the hill. The rest of the boys went into the folks in help boots and other equipment. At last they got their skis and were on their way up the hill. The mountain had never been skiing before, and it was quite an experience. When they all got together, Hans showed them the fundamentals of skiing. By the way, a good way to stop is just to fall down. Miller was quite just a character on skis. He was able to get up higher than any of the other "amateurs," and he also hit the ground harder than any of the "amateurs." Bosworth couldn't ski without breaking one of his bones. All the rest of us, besides Hans Hagemeister, took the usual bruises and had fun doing it too.

Around three o'clock Saturday afternoon assembly was called, and the boys decided to go to Wawona, where the cabins were located. Dave O'Hanneson got three Winter Followers and went. And what came? The first one had four rooms and a porch, two double beds, two wood stoves, two barooms and a bed and all the wood that was needed for the other two had three rooms. The bedding was also supplied although the boys brought along sleeping bags. All this for a dollar per person.

Saturday night, just before leaving for the dinner and dance at Camp Currie, it started to snow. It was the first snow in two weeks. Naturally none of the cars had chains. But they figured that it wouldn't snow hard or long enough for anyone to need chains. One of the things that slightly worried their decision to go to the lodge was the fact that there were expected to be quite a few very beautiful, but very lower words were used. By the time they actually reached a restaurant near the Lodge there was one very thick blanket of snow on the ground, and the snow way still coming down by the millions. But, after dinner, just to get their digestion started, a snowball fight was carried on between the different cars.

They arrived just before the dance started, and in time to put the crowd into a-humorous mood. There happened to be quite a few Douglas fir trees overgrown that were slogging with snow. A volley of snowballs into those trees brought down quite an avalanche. From somewhere in the crowd somehow began to fly and the fun began. Situation sno-fu.

The girls at the dance were just like the glamour from Hollywood. Most of the girls were from Stanford University and Mills (girls') College. The familiar joke box supplied the music. It wasn't long until the boys had circulated, and the dance went over with a bang.

At about a quarter after nine it really began to snow hard, and the boys thought it would be a good idea to start home, or they would never get-there, especially without chains. They got about ten miles down the right, right in the middle of nowhere, and the tires just wouldn't stick to the road. It was too late to turn back and the hill was too steep to push the cars up. Oh, unhappy day! They were snowbound! Around midnight a cross-country trip came up the grade and stopped to see if they could help. We were really in luck. The G's were camped just five hundred yards from where we were staying. We scrambled into the truck and were on our way. Even then it took us four hours to get to their camp. After a quick warm-up in the army barracks, the truck started merrily through the snow to our cabin by flashlight. We were glad to see those beds! It was two seconds later until the sound of snores came from all three cabins.

Sunday morning the boys decided to go after the cars. First they stopped in at the same camp, and it just happened that the same truck and the same boys were going back to Camp Currie. At the ranger station near Badger Pass, the truck stopped so that we could get chains and gas for the cars. They made it out of the snow country, which was all the way up to Fresno, and even on the other side of Fresno, in good time and without any more mishaps. A steak dinner in Fresno made the boys feel much better. One of the boys played "Let It Snow" on the joke box. In the final chorus they all joined in singing, "Let it snow. We don't care. We have chains." Bosworth, Ed Copeland, Chuck Chapman, Dave Armstrong, Forrest Cowan, Dave O'Hanneson, Forrest Miller, Hans Hagemeister, Leo Shields, Bob McCormick, Gerry Petterson, Bill Temple, Jim Boswell and Gene Kemper agreed.

And the dance was only the beginning. At about 5:15 we all gathered together in the cabins and the party was on. We found that there was a good change of life here. The boys played "Let It Snow" on the joke box. In the final chorus they all joined in singing, "Let it snow. We don't care. We have chains." Bosworth, Ed Copeland, Chuck Chapman, Dave Armstrong, Forrest Cowan, Dave O'Hanneson, Forrest Miller, Hans Hagemeister, Leo Shields, Bob McCormick, Gerry Petterson, Bill Temple, Jim Boswell and Gene Kemper agreed.

Zora Clark Leaves

Zora Clark, secretary to President McPhee for the past three years, resigned her position last Friday to return to her home in Los Angeles, where she is planning to return to her former position on the Los Angeles City Board of Education.

Today is the last chance to buy a Yearbook. See Ben Gupin, Room 306, 5:00 to 5:30 p.m.

Complete Auto Service

SHELL PRODUCTS

If we don't have it, We'll get it.

Come in and see KEN'S SHELL SERVICE

Monday to Friday, 4700 Goss Ave., Phone 1030.